States are increasingly hiring private military companies to act in zones where armed conflicts are occurring. The predominant feeling in the international community is that it would be best to regulate such companies. Cognizant of much confusion as to the status of the employees of private military companies under international humanitarian law, this article explains the laws on mercenaries, combatants and civilians and explores how private military companies' employees may fall into any of those categories. It demonstrates that the concept of mercenarism is unhelpful for regulating these companies and that it is unlikely that many of the employees of these companies can be considered to have combatant status. The article considers possible consequences of private military companies' employees having the status of civilians under international humanitarian law and their potential impact on regulating these companies effectively.
2003 invasion and occupation of Iraq, with Coalition forces buoyed by the presence of upwards of 20,000 individuals employed by private military companies (PMCs), the role, status, accountability and regulation of those companies has been hotly debated. States are vitally aware of the need to address the proliferation of private military companies -impelled as much by concerns about losing control of their monopoly over the use of violence and the impact of that industry on national military policy as by a willingness to uphold their obligations under international law. Two incidents in particular have driven the discourse.
1 First, the killing and mutilation of four employees of the private military company Blackwater and the following assault on Fallujah in April 2004 using ''overwhelming force'' have led to questions about the relationship of the military to these contractors and the accuracy of calling them ''civilian'' contractors. Second, the implication of civilian contractors of the private military company CACI in the torture of internees at the Abu Ghraib detention facility has drawn attention to the qualifications of such contractors for the tasks they are performing, as well as to their accountability for human rights abuses they may commit.
2 Although some US military personnel have been tried in courts-martial for their actions at Abu Ghraib, none of the private contractors allegedly involved has been brought to court on criminal charges. 3 To a great extent the debates around private military companies fall within wider debates about the privatization of government functions. 4 The myriad policy decisions that the rise of this industry demands are best left to others; this article does not seek to judge or condemn these companies but merely to provide a picture as to how international humanitarian law applies to them, for when it comes to the status of private military company employees, confusion abounds. Governments repeatedly assert that PMC employees are ''civilian contractors'', implying that they do not perceive these individuals as combatants. A minority of the international community treats all PMCs as bands of criminal mercenaries, 5 yet employees of some PMCs are attempting to benefit from combatant status to protect themselves against civil lawsuits brought in the United States for their role in torturing prisoners in Abu Ghraib prison. 6 In the burgeoning academic literature on the subject, many authors consider and reject the possibility that individuals employed by private military companies are mercenaries, but fail to elucidate what their status is if they are not mercenaries. 7 This paper therefore seeks to set the record straight as to the legal status of PMCs and their employees under international humanitarian law. This exercise is essential, as it is only when their status is understood and accepted that they can be regulated effectively. After an outline of the PMC industry, a brief overview will be provided of the law on mercenaries in international law and international humanitarian law, drawing on examples from Iraq. The question as to whether private military company employees are combatants or civilians according to accepted legal definitions will then be discussed. A word on their existing accountability for violations of international humanitarian law is also appropriate. 8 The starting point is that it is patently incorrect to state that ''these [private military companies] act in a void, virtually free from legal restraints''.
9 The paper will conclude with recommendations and considerations that states may wish to take into account when developing regulatory schemes for private military companies.
Background: scope of the industry
A few words on this subject will help to generate a clear picture of what we are dealing with. According to a report of a meeting of experts on the PMC industry, held under the auspices of the United Nations, there is a very large number of companies operating in an industry worth US$100 billion. 10 It is thus a force to be reckoned with and will not disappear overnight. As for the types of services they provide, Peter Singer divides PMCs into three ''business sectors'': (i) military provider firms supplying ''direct, tactical military assistance'' that can include serving in front-line combat; (ii) military consulting firms that provide strategic advice and training; and (iii) military support forms that provide logistics, maintenance and intelligence services to armed forces. 11 In Iraq, the tasks of these ''civilian contractors'' have ranged from logistics support to guard duties and training -that is, from construction of military bases and food preparation for the military to providing security for US military bases in Iraq and personal security for members of the (now defunct) Coalition Provisional Authority, as well as weapons management and training of new Iraqi military and police forces. This force, if considered as a cohesive whole, is the second-largest contingent in Iraq after the US military, and comprises more individuals than all other contingents of the Coalition combined.
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Private military companies have also been involved alongside regular armed forces in training military personnel in the former Yugoslavia, are active in Afghanistan and built camps for displaced persons in Macedonia during the Kosovo conflict. Some humanitarian organizations regularly hire them to provide security for their operations, in addition to the many reconstruction firms that hire them in Iraq and elsewhere. Private military companies provide security for private corporations engaged in extraction industries (primarily oil and diamonds), in particular in Africa. In Angola, for example, domestic laws require such companies to bring their own security forces, many of which may end up engaged in battles with local rebel groups. 13 The PMC industry not only provides security: in the late 1990s a private military company composed primarily of South African special forces from the former apartheid regime, called Executive Outcomes, was engaged by the governments of Angola and Sierra Leone to fight rebels in those countries whom national forces there had failed to stop. While that company is praised for its efficiency (especially by industry lobbyists), its record of compliance with international humanitarian law is questionable.
14 Other PMCs 15 The US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is also known to engage private companies to work in South America in its ''war on drugs'', which sometimes end up fighting against the FARC in Colombia. 16 In short, the private military company industry is clearly multifaceted and complex, operating around the globe in many different situations.
Mercenaries
One often hears the employees of private military companies being referred to as ''mercenaries''. The word evokes a strong emotional reaction among many -be it romantic notions of loners exercising an age-old profession, or vigorous condemnation of immoral killers and profiteers of misery and war. Nonetheless, lawyers and governments seeking to regulate these companies must look to the legal meaning of the term. As will be shown, the legal concept of mercenarism is not particularly helpful for resolving the dilemma as to how to regulate private military companies.
Mercenaries are dealt with in two international conventions that specifically aim to eliminate them through the criminalization of mercenary activities. In addition, mercenaries are dealt with in international humanitarian law under Additional Protocol I. While the definition of mercenaries is similar in the International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries, 17 the then Organization of African Unity Convention for the Elimination of Mercenarism in Africa 18 (together known as ''the mercenary conventions'') and under Additional Protocol I, the consequence of being deemed to be a mercenary is different. In a nutshell, under the mercenary conventions, if states parties thereto have adopted implementing legislation, persons who fulfil the definition of a mercenary may be prosecuted for the distinct crime of being a mercenary. Under international humanitarian law, in contrast, it is not a violation of the Geneva Conventions or Protocols to be a mercenary and mercenarism in and of itself does not engender international criminal responsibility; simply, a mercenary does not benefit from prisoner-of-war status if captured. A mercenary as defined under Additional Protocol I may therefore be punished under the internal laws of the detaining power, if it so chooses, for the fact of having directly participated in hostilities, but may be prosecuted for being a mercenary only if that state also has separate legislation designating mercenarism as a distinct crime. A further distinction between the two regimes is that mercenary status is relevant under international humanitarian law only in international armed conflicts (since combatant status and its privileges exist only in those conflicts), whereas the mercenary conventions may also apply in situations of non-international armed conflict. No sweeping conclusion can be drawn that all private military company employees are mercenaries, either under the mercenary conventions or under international humanitarian law. 19 Under both these bodies of law, the definition requires an individual determination on a case-by-case basis. Indeed, this factor alone renders the mercenary conventions sorely inadequate as a method of controlling (suppressing) or regulating the PMC industry as a whole.
Mercenaries under international humanitarian law
Since the mercenary conventions adopt a definition of mercenaries similar to that established in Article 47 of Protocol I, we shall use that definition as our starting point. Article 47.2 of Additional Protocol I stipulates:
A mercenary is any person who: (a) is specially recruited locally or abroad in order to fight in an armed conflict; (b) does, in fact, take a direct part in the hostilities; (c) is motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private gain and, in fact, is promised, by or on behalf of a Party to the conflict, material compensation substantially in excess of that promised or paid to combatants of similar ranks and functions in the armed forces of that Party; (d) is neither a national of a Party to the conflict nor a resident of territory controlled by a Party to the conflict; (e) is not a member of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict; and (f) has not been sent by a State which is not a Party to the conflict on official duty as a member of its armed forces.
The definition in Article 47 is widely viewed as being virtually ''unworkable'' owing to the six cumulative conditions that a person must fulfil in order to be considered a mercenary. 20 definition, the ICRC study on customary law has determined that this provision forms part of customary international law. 21 The consequence of being held to be a mercenary is established in the first paragraph of Article 47: ''A mercenary shall not have the right to be a combatant or a prisoner of war.'' However, Protocol I specifies that even if someone has been unlawfully participating in hostilities and does not have the right to prisoner-of-war status, that person nonetheless benefits from the protection of Article 75 of the Protocol (fundamental guarantees).
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Under international humanitarian law, it is the detaining power that would make the determination whether a person is a mercenary by establishing a ''competent tribunal'' when prisoner-of-war status is called into question.
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Yet the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols arguably do not oblige a detaining power to deny a person POW status if he or she meets the requirements of Article 47. The text says that mercenaries ''shall not have the right'' to be prisoners of war. This may be interpreted to mean they cannot claim the right to prisoner-of-war status that combatants enjoy, but may benefit from it should the detaining power choose to accord it nonetheless; or it may mean that a detaining power must not grant mercenaries prisoner-of-war status. The fact that the Diplomatic Conference which adopted Protocol I declined requests to phrase the consequence of mercenary status more categorically indicates that the act of being a mercenary is not in itself a violation of international humanitarian law.
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International humanitarian law does not overtly seek to suppress the use of mercenaries, but merely provides options for states that wish to do so. The consequences of not benefiting from combatant immunity may be severe: an individual may face trial and conviction for murder if he has killed a combatant while participating in hostilities. In this way, the loosening of protection normally offered by international humanitarian law may indirectly discourage many from It should be noted that the weakening of protection for a group of persons is highly unusual and goes against the tenor of the rest of humanitarian law. Prisoner-of-war status may be denied to mercenaries, despite a general intention to widen protection as much as possible, because of the ''shameful character of mercenary activity''. 26 The elements of the allegedly ''shameful character'' of mercenary activity are related to the fact that persons engaging in it seem to be motivated only by private gain (as opposed to notions that soldiers are uniquely driven to their profession by their strong sense of patriotic duty to their country) and have no interest in the conflict because they are not nationals of a state that is party to the conflict. 27 There is general repugnance that certain individuals do not shrink from an opportunity to make a profit in the face of war and suffering. On the other hand, some use a historicist argument to decry the moves to punish mercenaries, pointing to the fact that mercenaries have been used since at least 2094 BC (i.e. since the first recorded wars). 28 Others argue that many soldiers enlist in the army merely to earn a living, and that the definition reflects an unrealistic adherence to notions of patriotism and honour. 29 
Mercenaries under the mercenary conventions
As noted above, the mercenary conventions essentially reiterate the definition of mercenaries as set out in Article 47 of Protocol I. 30 The conventions then establish the elements of related crimes: individuals who meet the definition of being a mercenary and who directly participate in hostilities commit an offence, 31 and even the attempt of direct participation also constitutes an offence under the UN Convention on mercenaries. In addition, Article 2 of the UN Convention stipulates that ''Any person who recruits, uses, finances or trains mercenaries … commits an offence for the purposes of the Convention''; it thus includes a number of ways of participating in the crime without actually being present and fighting in a theatre of hostilities. Each convention has an additional definition of ''mercenary'' specifically intended to address situations where the goal is to overthrow a government, and, in the case of the African Union Convention, there are special provisions relating to the involvement of state representatives in such cases. 32 The UN Convention has been ratified by only 28 states and entered into force in 2001. 33 The African Union Convention entered into force in 1985. It may be worthy of note that none of the states that have significant numbers of private military companies operating from or on their territory are states parties.
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Case study from Iraq: are the employees of private military companies mercenaries?
Drawing on examples of private military companies operating in Iraq in 2003 and early 2004 (i.e. while the conflict could still unquestionably be classified as international), it can be concluded that some individuals working for such companies may get caught by Article 47 of Protocol I and by the mercenary conventions. Consider, for instance, the hypothetical (but entirely possible) case of a South African former special forces fighter who may have been hired to provide close protection services for the leaders of the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq. Proceeding through the six parts of the definition, we must enquire, first, whether the fact of being hired as a bodyguard would constitute recruitment ''in order to fight''; it is important to recall here that the phrase ''to fight'' under international humanitarian law is not synonymous with an offensive attack, 35 therefore persons hired to defend a (military) person but who engage in defensive combat can fall under Article 47.2(a) and also meet the second criterion. However, it is understood that to meet this criterion the individual should be recruited specifically to fight in the particular conflict in question, not as a general employee. Aside from the fact that protecting a US commander may itself constitute direct participation in hostilities, there have been reports of heavy fighting by private military companies. One well-known instance occurred in Najaf in 2004, where individuals from one PMC were engaged with enemy fighters, fired ''thousands of rounds of ammunition'' and had to call in one of the company's own helicopters not to evacuate them, but to drop more ammunition. 36 Some PMC employees thus easily satisfy the second requirement of directly participating in hostilities (sub-para. (b)). As for the third criterion (sub-para. (c)), individuals acting as bodyguards of the US occupation commanders earned up to US$2,000 a day, considerably more than a US private earns in a month and, in the case of South African fighters, are not nationals of a Party to the conflict (fourth criterion, sub-para. (d)). As for the fifth criterion (being a member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict, sub-para. (e)), suffice it to say briefly at this point that employees of these companies are not members of the armed forces; this criterion will be discussed in more detail below. 37 Finally, South Africa did not send its soldiers (or ex-soldiers) to Iraq on official duty. There were notably also some 1,500 Fijian soldiers who joined private military companies in Iraq. Since they were not sent on official duty by Fiji, they would not be covered by the sixth requirement (sub-para. (f)) and thus prevented from falling foul of Article 47 if they happen to meet the other five criteria. It is thus not impossible that some individuals working for private military companies in Iraq could meet the legal definition of a mercenary. However, the definition clearly remains useless as a regulatory tool for the thousands of Iraqi, US and UK nationals who work there for such companies. Furthermore, its complexity renders it ineffective for those working elsewhere in situations of non-international armed conflict around the world.
The analysis of the status of PMC employees frequently goes no further than to conclude whether or not they qualify as mercenaries. 38 But this determination does not resolve the question as to what PMC employees are allowed to do in conflict situations. If PMCs are to be regulated, it is imperative to consider whether PMC employees are civilians or combatants.
Combatants
Are private military companies' employees combatants for the purposes of international humanitarian law?
There are at least three distinct reasons why it is essential to know whether PMC employees are combatants: first, so that opposing forces know whether they are legitimate military objectives and can be lawfully attacked; second, in order to know whether PMC employees may lawfully participate directly in hostilities; and the third reason, related to the second, is in order to know whether PMC employees who do participate in hostilities may be prosecuted for doing so.
Combatant status is tied to membership in the armed forces of a party to a conflict 39 or to membership of a militia or volunteer force that belongs to a party to the conflict and fulfils specific criteria. 40 When evaluating the status of PMC employees it is therefore essential to assess their integration (under Article 4A(1) 37 of the Third Geneva Convention or Article 43 of Protocol I) into the armed forces, or their capacity to meet the requirements to qualify as a militia in the sense of Article 4A(2) of that Convention. Under Article 4A(1), it must be ascertained whether an individual has been incorporated into a state's armed forces according to the laws of the state. Under Article 4A(2), the group as a whole must be assessed to determine whether it meets those requirements.
The first means by which PMC employees may qualify as combatantswhich corresponds inversely to the fifth criterion of the definition of a mercenary -is to determine whether they are members of the armed forces of a party to the conflict. Article 43.2 of Protocol I stipulates that ''Members of the armed forces of a Party to a conflict … are combatants, that is to say, they have the right to participate directly in hostilities. '' 41 It is thus necessary to assess whether private military company employees are incorporated within the armed forces of a party to a conflict, as defined in Article 43.1 of Protocol I or Article 4A(1) of the Third Geneva Convention. It is conceivable that in rare cases they might be. Indeed, if all of them were so incorporated, that would solve all regulation issues and pose no problems for their categorization under international humanitarian law. However, the whole point of privatization is precisely the opposite -to devolve on the private sector what was previously the preserve of government authorities. It would seem to be at variance with the philosophy of outsourcing to contend that private military companies are nonetheless members of a state's armed forces.
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International humanitarian law does not prescribe specific steps that must be taken by states in order for people to be registered in their armed forces under Article 4A(1) of the Third Geneva Convention or under Article 43 of Protocol I; that is a matter of purely internal law. 43 Incorporation therefore depends on the will and internal legal regime of the state in question. However, it is clear that some form of official incorporation is necessary, especially since Article 43.3 of Protocol I imposes a specific obligation on states that incorporate their own police forces or other paramilitary forces into their armed forces to inform the opposing side. 44 This suggests that international humanitarian law anticipates that although it is a matter of domestic law as to how members of armed forces are recruited and registered within a state, it should be understandable to opposing forces precisely who constitutes those forces. In addition, one must be careful not to confuse the rules on attribution for the purpose of holding a state responsible for the acts of private contractors it hires with the rules on government agents that legally have 41 Article 4A(1) of GC III does not explicitly state that those who have the right to prisoner-of-war status also have the right to participate directly in hostilities. 42 Nevertheless, it should be noted that one expert at the Expert Meeting argued that Article 43 is sufficiently broad to encompass private military companies within its purview. See CUDIH Report, above note 8, pp. 10-11. 43 Michael Schmitt, in ''Re-evaluating the rules'', notes that some states require certain civilians performing key functions to serve in the armed forces as reservists, indicating that it would be easy for states that wish to incorporate civilians into their forces to do so. Above note 7, p. 524. 44 Article 43.3 states, ''Whenever a Party to a conflict incorporates a paramilitary or armed law enforcement agency into its armed forces it shall so notify the other Parties to the conflict.'' combatant status. 45 Even though it may be possible to attribute the acts of an employee of a private military company to a state, that relationship to a state, although perhaps sufficient for purposes of state responsibility, is not sufficient to make an individual part of a state's armed forces. The example from Iraq has shown that states hiring PMCs rather tend to emphasize that those individuals are civilians -for instance, the regulations passed by the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq obliged them to comply with human rights law, which would be sorely inadequate if the United States, as occupying power, knew or believed that they were part of its armed forces. 46 The second means for a group to qualify for combatant (or prisoner-ofwar) status under the Geneva Conventions is to meet the requirements laid down in Article 4A(2) of the Third Convention, 47 which stipulates that the following also are entitled to prisoner-of-war status:
Members of other militias and members of other volunteer corps, including those of organized resistance movements, belonging to a Party to the conflict and operating in or outside their own territory … provided that such militias or volunteer corps, including such organized resistance movements, fulfil the following conditions:
(a) that of being commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates; (b) that of having a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance; (c) that of carrying arms openly; (d) that of conducting their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war.
While it is not the purpose of this exposé to review the complexities of Article 4A(2) in detail, a few reminders may be helpful. First, the opening paragraph requires that the militia must ''belong … to a Party to the conflict''. Second, the four requirements must all be met by the group as a whole. This article thus demands that each private military company be considered on its own. While this is normal, a company-by-company analysis nonetheless has disadvantages. International humanitarian law must be applied in such a way as to make it reasonably possible for combatants to comply with it. If it is virtually impossible for opposing forces to know which PMC employees are accurately perceived as having combatant status (and therefore as legitimate military objectives), and which PMC employees are civilians and possibly even protected persons (the shooting of whom could constitute a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions), the resulting confusion could discourage any attempt to comply with humanitarian law. It is essential to bear in mind that in Iraq, at least, there are more than one hundred different private military companies operating. The members of many of these may wear uniforms and look very much like Article 4A(2) forces but may in fact be civilians. Certainly, status determination is often a difficult question, even for some members of the armed forces (e.g. in covert operations); nevertheless, the proliferation of parties with an ambiguous status in situations of armed conflict exacerbates the problem. Clearly, this debate falls squarely within the heated debates of lawful versus ''unlawful'' combatants, and any determination on their status may have consequences for the overall debate. Some commentators assert that civilian contractors would only rarely fulfil all four requirements of Article 4A(2). In particular, Michael Schmitt argues that many of them lack uniforms and are not likely to be subject to a responsible command. 48 Furthermore, Schmitt argues that two other requirements of Article 4A(2) scuttle the chances of PMCs being considered militia forces, namely independence from the armed forces yet belonging to a party to the conflict. Those PMCs that most probably ''belong'' to the United States (in that they carry out services directly for the US forces) lack the independence necessary to be considered a separate militia, but remain outside the actual armed forces. Those PMCs that enjoy greater independence by virtue of the fact that they may be subcontracted by a reconstruction agency, on the other hand, are less likely to ''belong'' to a party to the conflict. 49 These arguments are persuasive. In addition, whether and how such companies ''belong'' to a party to a conflict can also be measured by the responsibility for their actions that the affiliated government would accept. 50 It could in fact be argued that when states make a conscious choice to engage non-military personnel from the private sector to perform certain tasks, then to qualify those persons somehow as a kind of paramilitary force for the purposes of Article 4A(2) flies in the face of logic. 51 Admittedly, some PMCs could 48 Schmitt, above note 7, pp. 527ff. Again, it is important to bear in mind that although there is anecdotal evidence of some companies wearing quasi-military uniforms, there are hundreds of companies that are hired by armed forces and construction firms and humanitarian agencies. qualify as combatants under Article 4A(2), but many would not. 52 It is worth bearing in mind that the qualification of some PMCs as such is not a panacea. Many PMCs may distinguish themselves from local civilians through their attire, but considering the plethora of companies, it will be very hard for an enemy to distinguish one PMC from another, the employees of which do not come under Article 4A(2) and whom it would be a crime to target directly.
A teleological interpretation of Article 4A(2) also militates against using that article to define PMC employees as combatants: use of the said provision to justify their categorization as combatants runs counter to its historical purpose, which was to allow for partisans in the Second World War to have prisoner-of-war status. 53 Those partisans are much more easily equated with the remnants of defeated armed forces or groups seeking to liberate an occupied territory than with PMCs. Indeed, the ''resistance'' role of these militias was a (sometimes thorny) factor in granting them prisoner-of-war status. 54 Granting combatant status to security guards hired by an occupying power turns the purpose of Article 4A(2) on its head, for it was not intended to allow for the creation and use of private military forces by parties to a conflict, but rather to make room for resistance movements and provide them with an incentive to comply with international humanitarian law. The very definition of mercenaries some thirty years later that seeks to remove combatant status from precisely such private forces is further evidence that the original purpose of Article 4A(2) remained paramount through the 1970s. While there is no obligation to restrict the interpretation of Article 4A(2) to its historical purpose, advertence to that historical purpose provides some indication of the inadequacy and inappropriateness of using that provision in the context of modern private military companies.
Moreover, a final argument against including PMCs in the entitlement to combatant status under Article 4A(2) is that it is precisely this category that is most at risk of later being designated mercenaries. Given the cumulative criteria for designation as a mercenary, PMCs could avoid this problem if they were to recruit employees only from states that are parties to the conflict concerned (since being a national of a party to the conflict is a factor for excluding a person from mercenary status). At present, however, the problem remains that even if the argument that some PMC employees are combatants via the operation of Article 4A(2) of the Third Geneva Convention is accepted, many persons may lose their incentive to abide by humanitarian law since they can be excluded from prisoner-of-war status.
We must conclude that there is only a very limited basis in law for some PMCs in Iraq to be classified as combatants under international humanitarian law. Nonetheless, the lack of clarity of the status of such contractors is illustrated by the 52 fact that governments involved in Iraq are consulting their legal counsel on the matter; furthermore, representatives in the US Congress have requested clarification on the status and use of PMCs. 55 The reasons for pressing for a finding that they are combatants are understandable -their obligations would be clear and they would perhaps have greater incentive to endeavour to abide by international humanitarian law. On a more abstract, theoretical level, Kenneth Watkin insists that ''the question must be asked whether the criteria for attaining lawful combatant status adequately reflect the nature of warfare and fully account for those who participate in it''. 56 Nevertheless, a number of factors, including the law, militate against finding that PMCs are combatants and against the argument that such an interpretation will come to be held widely enough to be effective. Since the discourse augurs against PMC employees having the status of combatants, it is imperative to consider the ramifications of such persons having the status of civilians.
Civilians
Since every person must be either a combatant or a civilian, according to the logic of international humanitarian law, 57 so even on a somewhat regular basis, the ability of international humanitarian law to protect the rest of the civilian population could be compromised. It is therefore essential to be aware of the potential consequences of direct participation by PMCs in hostilities in order to devise regulatory schemes that will help to diminish adverse effects. After discussing direct participation in hostilities with specific reference to PMCs, this article will explore some of the possible ramifications; these will then be taken up in the section on suggestions for regulation below.
From the start it must be pointed out that a regulatory scheme that would simply prohibit private military company employees from participating directly in hostilities would be insufficient to address this issue, owing to several features of international humanitarian law itself. First, the concept of what constitutes direct participation in hostilities is fluid and relatively undefined. Second, the fact that there is no distinction under international humanitarian law between fighting to attack and fighting to defend means that it is meaningless to stipulate that such employees may only defend. 58 Finally, even a regulatory scheme permitting PMC employees only to defend civilian objects comes up against the fact that the concept of what is a military objective is not static under humanitarian law. Almost any object can become a military objective under certain circumstances, potentially changing the role of the person guarding that object if he or she fights off attackers. These three factors will now be considered in more detail.
The first hurdle is thus the question of what constitutes direct participation in hostilities. 59 The ICRC Commentary categorizes it as ''acts of war which by their nature or purpose are likely to cause actual harm to the personnel and equipment of the enemy armed forces''. 60 However, direct participation cannot be understood so broadly as to include any acts that could be construed as helping one side or another. The ICRC admonition that ''[t]here should be a clear distinction between direct participation in hostilities and participation in the war effort'' must be kept in mind when considering PMCs. 61 It is true that to consider all the support activities of PMC employees as direct participation in hostilities is inappropriate and risks removing the protection of non-combatant status from many other civilians working in war-related industries. Careful lines must be drawn with a view to how such categorizations may affect all non-combatants. Support and logistics activities conducted by civilians, such as catering and construction and maintenance of bases, are not seen as direct participation in hostilities. The theory that individuals working in industries helpful to the overall war effort (such as those in munitions factories) are quasi-combatants has been widely discredited. The fact that Article 4A(4) of the Third Geneva Convention provides for civilians to perform tasks such as supplying the armed forces with food and shelter but to retain their civilian status indicates that PMC employees may not be perceived as directly participating in hostilities merely for performing such support services.
However, logistics personnel (when they are members of the armed forces) are sometimes called in to support troops if those troops need extra help in a tight battle. 62 In Iraq, for instance, officers have reported that their troops have been so thinly stretched that in contested areas they have at times left only the kitchen staff to guard the base. 63 If the kitchen staff are employees of a private security company, they are put in the awkward position of guarding and fighting for a legitimate military objective, which is likely to mean that they are directly participating in hostilities. Thus, even though international humanitarian law provides for circumstances in which logistics personnel are civilians but enjoy protection as prisoners of war, it does not allow for such civilians to engage in combat beyond personal self-defence. 64 In the discourse on PMCs, the problem of a lack of back-up armed forces (logistics staff) is perceived as merely a strategic issue. Yet increased reliance on civilian contractors in these roles has important implications for international humanitarian law if they are indeed called upon to act in a way that could be construed as direct participation in hostilities.
The second and third issues highlighted above raise similar problems, since they illustrate that the determination whether a person actually does directly participate in hostilities does not necessarily depend on whether that person intended to do so. The problems posed by the lack of distinction between offensive and defensive attacks are best illustrated by the use of private military companies as security guards. We are accustomed to the use of private security guards in domestic settings patrolling shopping malls, public buildings and banks. But the use of private security guards cannot be easily transposed to a situation of international armed conflict without creating the possibility that they, though civilians, will be led to participate directly in hostilities. Article 49.1 of Protocol I states, ''''Attacks'' means acts of violence against the adversary, whether in offence or in defence.'' US Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld argued that the PMCs that were operating in Iraq were only there to defend, not to attack, apparently unaware that this distinction made no difference as far as international humanitarian law is concerned. 65 Thus a private security guard who fires back is directly participating in hostilities if the attacking party is a party to a conflict. If, on the other hand, the attack is carried out by common criminals for general criminal reasons, then the private military company employee need not fear that engaging with those criminals raises the spectre of direct participation in hostilities. 66 It should be noted, however, that since occupying powers and states may enact laws outlawing and criminalizing resistance fighters, this distinction may be extremely difficult to discern. If a private military company employee engages with individuals from an outlawed resistance group, the fact that they are also criminals under the occupying powers' laws does not mean that the PMC employee is participating in a police operation rather than directly participating in hostilities. It is both the nature of the operation combined with the status of the individual (or the capacity in which he fights) that is determinative. PMC employees must therefore be highly trained to distinguish between police operations and military operations.
Finally, objects can become military objectives according to their nature, location, purpose or use. 67 There is no set list of military objectives. 68 If an object being guarded by a PMC employee suddenly becomes a military objective because of its use (for example, a building normally used for civilian purposes is, unbeknownst to him, temporarily filled with combatants) and he continues to guard it, is he a civilian unlawfully participating in hostilities? What happens when the object ceases to be used for military purposes and he continues to guard it? Does he then cease to participate in hostilities? How can such a change in status reasonably be expected to be understood and taken into account by opposing forces? Specifying in any regulatory scheme that PMCs may not be used to guard any object that is military in nature would help to diminish this problem, but it cannot eliminate it altogether.
Consequences of direct participation in hostilities for participants and possible ramifications of private military companies' participation for the general civilian population Normally, civilians are immune from attack. This is the basic principle of distinction in the conduct of hostilities. However, civilians lose their entitlement under the Conventions and Protocols to protection from attack for such time as they directly participate in hostilities. 69 In addition, individuals may be punished through the criminal justice system for directly participating in hostilities. Arguably the protection of the general civilian population may be indirectly affected by increased use of private military companies as security guards, in particular because the use of PMCs in that role may sow confusion with respect to the doctrine on human shields and direct participation in hostilities. Since it is 66 The fact that security operations by such personnel often go beyond mere police operations is illustrated by the Najaf incident described above, as well as the fact that many are known to arm themselves with grenades and other non-police-type arms. notoriously difficult to establish whether individuals acting as human shields are doing so of their own accord, a straightforward application of humanitarian law demands that no distinction be made between voluntary and involuntary human shields. Instead, all civilians, even those seated in front of a weapons factory, must be regarded as normal civilians protected from attack and any possible injury to them must be taken into account when assessing the proportionality of an attack on a military objective. Widespread use of PMCs as security guards threatens on the contrary to throw a spanner in the works and to encourage acceptance of a distinction between voluntary and involuntary human shields.
The range of activities carried out by PMCs and the variety of personnel employed by them makes it difficult to discuss in brief direct participation in hostilities and human shields. Some PMC employees clearly have combat roles (such as target selection or even participation in combat) and therefore evidently do participate directly in hostilities. However, a significant number of PMC employees are engaged in guard duties. In terms of assessing direct participation in hostilities, this activity falls into a grey zone; it has no clear place along a sliding scale of evaluation and can even correspond to the use of human shields. For example, one PMC in Iraq hired more than 17,000 Iraqis to ''guard'' an oil pipeline against looters, but also possibly against insurgents. If PMCs are used to guard military objectives, one could say they are engaging in combat, as one author argues (in relation not only to PMCs, but to all civilians).
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However, those who would reject a distinction between voluntary and involuntary human shields with respect to direct participation in hostilities may be inclined to adopt that distinction when it comes to PMCs. At first glance, they do seem to straddle the line between civilians and combatants and appear to be somewhat more willing participants than we might suppose a regular civilian to be. But one must be careful with that argument, for how can a PMC civilian be distinguished from a civilian who is voluntarily or involuntarily acting as a human shield? If, in order to avoid problems with whether a military object can be attacked (or for the proportionality calculation), we hold that any civilian employee of a PMC who is simply guarding a military object -as much from interference by criminals as from anything else -is participating in hostilities, then we may more easily conclude that, at the very least, ''voluntary'' human shields directly participate in hostilities, thereby lowering or eliminating the protection from attack that is normally foreseen for civilians. The discussion above regarding the changing nature of objects as military objectives has shown, however, that it is just as difficult to ascertain whether a PMC security guard simply standing in front of something that becomes a military objective is thereby participating in hostilities of his own accord, as it is to ascertain the willingness of members of the general civilian population to have placed themselves in front of a military objective. Besides, how can one know whether the PMC employees standing guard in front of a military objective are there to protect it from criminals or from attack 70 Schmitt, above note 7, p. 541.
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by the enemy? Widespread looting during situations of conflict means that the first hypothesis is not at all unrealistic. Finally, a belligerent that places private security guards in front of all of its military objectives, or even likely or possible military objectives, may in fact be acting in violation of Article 51.7 of Protocol I.
Second, the mechanisms normally available to implement and enforce discipline and compliance with international humanitarian law are not available to private military companies. States have codes, such as the US Uniform Code of Military Justice, which allows US forces to try and convict members of its armed forces for violations of the law, and the consequences for not following orders may be severe for individual enlisted personnel. The lack of such a disciplinary mechanism for non-armed-forces personnel poses a risk for the civilian population that is qualitatively different from the one discussed above -a potential direct risk to them at the hands of private military company employees.
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This argument is not intended to be alarmist or as a statement that all PMC employees are more likely to violate humanitarian law than regular soldiers. Many PMCs employ elite, highly trained ex-military service persons whose knowledge of and compliance with humanitarian law may be beyond reproach. However, these companies make a profit by hiring thousands of individuals who essentially furnish cheap labour and whose level of training and skill is very likely to be more limited. 72 In the absence of a clear disciplinary mechanism, we must question the ability of PMCs to ensure that their employees abide by humanitarian law and human rights law.
Finally, there is an important ramification for the employees themselves of PMCs. If private military company employees are civilians and they participate in hostilities, the consequences for them are identical to the consequences of being a mercenary: they may be punished through the criminal justice system for their participation in hostilities. Of course, this does not necessarily carry punishment for the separate crime of mercenarism (but, as critics of Article 47 have identified with respect to mercenaries, it entails the same worrisome lack of incentive for such personnel to respect humanitarian law if they do participate in hostilities). 73 Moreover, the fact that they have no immunity if they do participate in hostilities may come as a surprise to individuals employed by a registered company subject to a regulatory scheme in which they are not designated as mercenaries by the licensing state. In my view, regulatory frameworks must oblige companies hiring individuals to divulge their potentially vulnerable legal status.
A recent Instruction issued by the US Department of Defence that aims to regulate closely the activities of PMC employees, and imposes detailed requirements for those that are likely to directly participate in hostilities, illustrates 71 A number of articles outline the legal complexities of enforcing law extraterritorially for civilians in the case of the United States. See, e.g., Bina, above note 2. 72 This factor was highlighted in the Abu Ghraib investigations and has been identified even by some employees of PMCs. 73 Lawyers for the plaintiffs against CACI in fact argue that the company had a positive incentive not to respect IHL in order to gain more lucrative contracts.
that the US military is both aware of these issues and concerned about them.
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Such regulation of these companies is welcome but inadequate, given that PMCs are not only employed by the military but also by reconstruction companies and many others. Regulation needs to be able to address all of them.
A special status for private military companies' employees?
International humanitarian law does not allow for a category of ''quasicombatants''. It may nonetheless be tempting to argue that PMC employees are somehow combatants, as many of them could be classified as persons accompanying the armed forces who are accorded prisoner-of-war status. Employees of PMCs that provide catering services and build bases for the armed forces -Singer's military ''support'' companies -would indeed be entitled to prisoner-of-war status if they have been authorized to carry out those activities by the forces they are accompanying. 75 This extension of prisoner-of-war status was provided for in the Third Geneva Convention; however, these persons are not combatants and are not entitled to participate in hostilities. While the commentary on Article 43 of Protocol I does not deal with the category of persons who are entitled to prisoner-of-war status but are not combatants, 76 this conclusion is self-evident from a simple reading of Article 50 of Protocol I and Article 4 of the Third Convention. Article 50 of Protocol I defines civilians as those persons not described in Article 4A(1), (2), (3) and (6) of the Third Convention. Consequently, a contrario, those persons listed in Article 4A(4) (logistical support personnel accompanying armed forces) must be civilians. Since Article 43 of Protocol I specifies that only combatants have the right to participate in hostilities, it must be concluded that civilian logistics employees do not have the right to participate in hostilities. Moreover, the commentary on Article 43 clearly states, ''All members of the armed forces are combatants, and only members of the armed forces are combatants. This should therefore dispense with the concept of ''quasicombatants'', which has sometimes been used on the basis of activities related more or less directly with the war effort. '' 77 International humanitarian law provides a coherent framework to cover all persons who find themselves in a situation of armed conflict. It is thus perhaps ironic that the biggest employer of civilians in PMCs which have a growing record of taking part in hostilities is the very state that is vehemently and vociferously opposed to recognizing basic protection for those whom it considers to be ''unlawful combatants'' in another context. 78 Indeed, voluntarily creating a pool of ''good'' but potentially ''unlawful combatants'' while simultaneously condemning other (non-private sector) civilian participants in hostilities verges on hypocrisy.
In sum, it is unlikely that many of the growing numbers of private military companies we are witnessing can be legally regulated by existing international law on mercenaries, owing to the complex definition of that concept. Also, most will probably not satisfy the criteria to benefit from combatant status. The vast majority have the status of civilians under humanitarian law.
Responsibility and accountability
Finally, it is important to have a clear understanding of the existing responsibility of employees of private military companies when conceiving a regulatory scheme. Contrary to some apparent misconceptions, even if private military company employees are civilians, they may still be prosecuted for violations of international humanitarian law. Individual criminal responsibility does not depend on a person's status -civilians and combatants are equally capable of committing and being prosecuted for war crimes and grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions. 79 The current impunity with regard to Abu Ghraib is thus the result of an apparent lack of political will to prosecute civilians who have been implicated in violations of humanitarian law, and is not the result of an international legal vacuum with regard to these individuals.
There is much consternation over human rights abuses committed by private military companies, and many articles have been written suggesting ways of ensuring that responsibility is assumed for these acts. 80 As for all non-state entities, more arguments must be brought to demonstrate why they may also be accountable for violations of human rights than are necessary to show the responsibility of individuals under international humanitarian law. One way of making human rights legally binding on private military companies is by construing them as state agents; another is to write human rights obligations directly into contracts concluded with these companies. 81 A further mechanism would write human rights obligations into the licensing or regulatory scheme under which private military companies are incorporated. 82 Clearly, these their own code of conduct, apparently seeking to demonstrate a will to selfregulate. 88 To my mind, none of the proposed solutions satisfactorily addresses the challenges for international humanitarian law posed by the possibility that employees of such companies may end up participating in hostilities without being properly integrated into the armed forces of a state party to a conflict. For instance, one proposed convention admits the possibility that some contractors may take a direct part in hostilities, but despite the fact that the proponent is a military lawyer, his only solution is that ''Engaging in direct combatant activities shall subject the licensed military service provider to the highest scrutiny by the Authorizing State and the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, including, but not limited to, enhanced reporting requirements and deployment of monitoring teams from the Authorizing State, United Nations, or International Committee of the Red Cross.'' 89 It is unclear why the author of this proposal would advocate the High Commissioner for Human Rights as ideal for scrutinizing direct combat, except perhaps for want of another candidate. Ideally, in my view, any state wishing to employ a PMC whose employees are likely to engage in combat would integrate those individuals into its armed forces through its normal recruitment procedures.
If a private military company is deployed in a region where a state's armed forces are already active, the licensing regime could provide for an extension of that state's normal military jurisdiction so that violations of humanitarian law and human rights law can be dealt with effectively on the spot. But in the case of a private military company being deployed where none of the home state's armed forces are present, there is no easy solution for maintaining discipline and enforcing humanitarian law. 90 A licensing scheme could require that a state contracting and importing services from a private military company be prohibited from granting immunity for criminal violations of law. It can be surmised, however, that a state having recourse to large numbers of private military companies will probably not be in a position to enforce the law on a large scale.
At its April 2005 session, the Human Rights Commission adopted a resolution ending the mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur on Mercenaries and creating a working group instead. The Working Group is mandated in paragraph 12(e) of the resolution specifically to address all three types of private military companies and, in addition, to ''prepare draft international basic principles that encourage respect for human rights on the part of those companies in their activities''. 91 In the Report of the Third Meeting of Experts on traditional and new
